MARCHING BANDS #2
by Trip Payne

ROWS
1  a  Film appearance by Hitchcock, e.g.
    b  Manhattan ingredient
2  a  Person with desires
    b  Common mall food court chain
3  a  Wood used in many electric guitars
    b  “Catgut”, e.g.
4  a  Dandified guys
    b  Yuletide activity
5  a  Olympic weightlifting event
    b  Prominent feature of Toronto’s CN Tower
6  a  Like helium and krypton
    b  Not unexpected
7  a  ___ to go (eager)
    b  Gunsmoke star
8  a  Precisely: 3 words
    b  What E sometimes stands for
9  a  Reside
    b  Worth keeping in stock
10 a  Rosie the Riveter wore one: Hyph.
    b  Johnny Unitas’s retired number
11 a  Changes in Fortune
    b  Northwestern University’s home
12 a  Person caught in a radar trap
    b  Alphabetically first U.S. state capital
13 a  Comedian Dangerfield
    b  Barrio residents

BANDS
A  a  Dropped by: 2 words
    b  Harmonicas: 2 words
    c  “Crossing the Bar” poet
    d  Founding member of NATO
    e  Got behind, as a candidate
    f  “Sentimental Journey” singer: 2 words
B  a  They draw paychecks
    b  Aridity
    c  “Bleeding Love” singer Lewis
    d  Trumpet’s sound
    e  At heart: 2 words
    f  Declare void
C  a  Skin layer
    b  Potential Oscar winner
    c  Gives a hood a hand
    d  Places with pews
    e  Rubber that meets the road: 2 words
D  a  Salad greens
    b  Putting in order
    c  “Sugar Lips” trumpeter: 2 words
E  a  Mushrooms with a golden color
    b  It follows Mardi Gras
F  a  Cheaply: 3 words
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